
Finding Gold Inside Silver Bullets

	
 The thing about poor populations.
	
 The thing, very often, about those who are culturally different.  
	
 It is an almost guaranteed reality that, as communities?  
	
 They will only ever wield minimal political power in the larger society.

So.  
When big money gets thrown around under the socially responsible guise of helping less 

powerful and politically disenfranchised citizens – benevolently offering that helpful leg up, so 
to speak; well, it’s a funny but historical trend that quite often this particular kind of money?

Somehow, sort of, gets redirected.
If you spend a little time to chase it down – oh, you may find that, ultimately?
Much of this purportedly compassionate funding has actually landed in the pockets and 

bank accounts of many who are non-poor, and, more often than not, culturally similar.  In fact?  
Frequently, in due course this especially vulnerable, fleetingly protected financing simply gets 
divvied up between middle-class-to-wealthy dominant-culture (and occasionally non-dominant-
culture but clearly assimilated) people.  People who are happy, they will tell you as they sit back 
to enjoy their more than comfortable benevolent-money-funded salaries, to help.  

And sometimes?  Well, sometimes, due to a lucky shortage in a protective oversight and a 
happy lack in guardedly enforced financial regulations, the money actually wriggles around so 
darned much that, well, huh, isn’t this astounding – sometimes it simply becomes an additional 
drop in the bucket of the truly massive fortunes belonging to the already amazingly wealthy.  

That is, after all, how they got to be so amazingly wealthy. 
Consequently, for anyone who had been paying close attention; for anyone who had kept 

an attentive eye out for personal opportunity – oh, it was clear that, in the name of a loudly 
professed governmental concern, our newly progressive educational age now so benevolently 
bent to the no-excuses punishments behind a harshly penalizing liability was going to attract two 
things: gigantic, exciting sums of money, and, even more enticingly?  Wonderfully 
underregulated funding disbursals.  Abruptly and opportunely, self-declared educational gurus 
made headlines as they assertively marketed themselves into the accountability picture.  
	
 Educational change, they bragged?  
	
 Was their bailiwick. 

Magical, immediate-fix, silver-bullet solutions? 
Oh, now wasn’t this amazing: their exact area of expertise.
Tactically, they saw fit not to mention: It was also their bread and butter.  Change, even if 

only for the sake of change – well, here was a special little secret.  It was actually the unfettered 
part in all of this ongoing demand for unfettered educational transformations which most 
effectively kept these high-energy, self-aggrandizing experts gainfully employed.

Eager to advertise the shimmering display of promises now emanating so invitingly from 
a growing array of miracle-offering “experts,” political leaders began to combine a gigantic 
governmental funding with capital offered up by big-name philanthropists.  Promising a 
wholehearted support for the dramatic invasions of change, they began to brag loudly of an 
unprecedented educational financing.  And – in an immediately miraculous response?

An enthusiastic deluge of abruptly available school reform consultants stepped up to 
claim the limelight.  

If you were a consultant?



My, it was a truly thrilling moment.
The very fact that every single district in every single state very likely housed at least one 

(and often so many more) school/schools where poor and/or culturally-different students 
wrestled with testing, and the even more breathtaking fact that: well, apparently in über-modern 
days enthusiastically dedicated to the no-waiting promise of an instantaneous transformation?  
No one cared that you, as an untried but assertively self-promoting “expert,” had never actually 
earned any long-term educational experience; no one, evidently, was even prepared to take note 
of your shocking naïveté about, and lack of interest in, decades of a rigorously assembled 
educational research. 

In truly miraculous days looking to the wonders of an immediate accountability (days 
impatiently looking to, and so quickly embracing, a growing supply of silver-bullet solutions) – 
well if, after publicly professing your claimed-as-expert intentions, you simply stopped for a 
minute; stopped and contemplated all of those innumerable, test-score-identified struggling 
schools? 

Oh, you could see just how exactly you had hit the jackpot.  
How, in fact?
You had stumbled upon an out-and-out low-income-school gold mine.


